
Board of Trustees April 15, 2020 

Coeur d'Alene School District 271   

Virtual Meeting via Zoom Special Meeting 1:00  PM 

Minutes 
 

At 1:00 p.m. Chair Casey Morrisroe called the meeting to order.  Trustees Jennifer Brumley, Tambra 

Pickford, Lisa May and Rebecca Smith were present. 

 

Approval of the Agenda:  Motion by Mrs. May to approve the agenda, second by Mrs. Smith, passed 5-0. 

 

Grading Practices: 

Dr. Steve Cook said the district began to work on plans to deliver remote learning after the order to close 

school buildings.  How can we get through the rest of the year and especially in terms of grading?  Any 

path we take has implications for students. 

 

Dr. Trina Caudle provided background information about grading and included scenarios involving actual 

students and their individual situations.  They discussed a possible appeal process for students.  There’s 

not a one size fits all model.  CHS principal Libbi Barrett has heard from families in hardship situations 

and the impact of working for grades.  LCHS principal Deanne Clifford echoed these sentiments.  Some 

students are struggling with remote learning.  Venture HS principal Teresa Kaiser is addressing students 

who are already in traumatic situations; teachers are working hard to provide what students need most. 

 

Dr. Cook said many emails have been received asking that students are able to continue working for a 

grade.  Students are competing for scholarships and programs and should have this opportunity.  This 

tends to be a high school issue.  We are doing school as normally as we possibly can.  We don’t have the 

capacity to stand up an online school.  Remote learning provides what’s most essential, to provide student 

feedback and make sure students don’t suffer.  We believe higher education will recognize the exception 

to this semester’s grades based on the global pandemic.  We also believe the importance of social 

emotional support with services such as providing meals and other resources.  What’s our definition of 

Pass/Fail?  Make sure no student is negatively impacted by COVID-19.  Students are participating as they 

can, acknowledging special circumstances, do no harm offering credits needed.  This semester would not 

count toward a total GPA calculation. 

 

Board Comments/Questions: 

Does Boise’s platform look very different than what we can offer?  Many districts are using google 

classrooms, everyone is doing the same in what’s being provided, and logistically ours may look 

somewhat different.   

What about students taking an online course through other means such as IDLA or NIC?  Will they get a 

grade?  Our system will offer Pass/Fail grades. 

Are we inadvertently disadvantaging our students with this model vs. Boise or West Ada.  Students’ 

grades can never go down but can go up if they work for it.  Every student across the country are in the 

same situation. 

Are we putting our students at a disadvantage against other districts in the state?  Will we allow students 

to receive credit to improve a failing grade?   

If students have passing grades, there’s no incentive to continue to improve.   

What about students who cannot continue to improve a grade?   

If SAT scores are not an indicator, what are we left with to gauge GPA for admission.  We can look at 

Pass/Fail like credit vs no credit. 

There is no right answer as there are many models.  Some districts are offering families the opportunity 

for a choice.   It would be doable but could be cumbersome.  Families can opt-in so students can work 

toward an increased grade.  It comes down to equal opportunity for all.   

What’s the motivation to continue learning, and how do we provide that?  How can we include 

participation toward a passing grade?  Can we delineate what participation looks like?   
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Board members like the idea of opting in for a letter grade.  It can’t be equitable for everyone but this 

offers options.  Families should have time to consider what option suits them best.  Is incomplete an 

option so they don’t fail but would allow them to complete in the future for credit?  Access to coursework 

is essential regardless of grading practices. 

 

Mr. Morrisroe offered language in the resolution as follows: 

 

1. Ensure that no student is negatively impacted by district grading practices as a result of the 

COVID-19 related closures; and 

2. Ensure that elementary, middle school and high school students will receive regular and careful 

feedback to promote academic, as well as social and emotional growth and learning; and that they 

are prepared to be promoted to the next grade level. 

3. Provide students enrolled in a high school credit bearing course a grade of Pass/Not Pass, which 

shall be recorded on the academic achievement record but shall not receive grade points nor be 

used in determining GPA or class rank; 

4. Allow students enrolled in a high school credit bearing course the option, with parent/guardian 

authorization, to earn a letter grade based on the March 16th grade book. Additionally, schools 

shall allow student work to count during the closure if it will increase a student’s academic 

standing. Student work completed during the school closure must not negatively impact a 

student’s grades. For those selecting this option, grades shall be recorded on the academic 

achievement record with grade points earned and used in determining GPA or class rank; 

5. Ensure Seniors graduate if they are “on track to graduate" and receive a grade of Pass for the 

courses taken in the second semester. “On track to graduate” means between the student’s 

scheduled classes this spring (including any scheduled credit recovery courses) and the student’s 

accumulated credits as of the end of first semester, the student would meet the credit requirements 

for graduation. 

 

Administrators will revise the language and post for public input.  Mrs. Clifford is opposed to this process 

as she feels it would negatively impact many students.    Dr. Cook offered to draft additional edits to the 

resolution – adding a statement about timing.  The Board will allow additional time to consider and 

include public input.  A decision should be made quickly so communication can take place.  A revised 

resolution will come forward for approval on April 20. 

 

Meeting adjourned at 2:30 p.m. 

 

 

 

Casey Morrisroe, Chair     Lynn Towne, Clerk 
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